Spatial Lightning Talks
Tuesday, February 11, 2020 | 12:00 – 1:15 PM
Interdisciplinary Humanities Center, McCune Conference Room, HSSB 6020

DR. KEITH CLARKE
Professor, Department of Geography
“Why Map Rozel Point?”

DR. CLAYTON NALL
Assistant Professor, Department of Political Science
“Why Partisans Don’t Sort”

JOEL SALZMAN
Undergraduate Student, Department of Geography
“The Best Places to Vote in California”

NICK TROIZZI
Graduate Student, Department of Anthropology
“Drones and Thermal Imagery for Archaeological Survey”

MARGARET FISHER
Graduate Student, Department of English
“Taking Up Space: Large(st) Animals and the Collective Literary Unconscious”

PAUL WILSON
Retired, MapFrame/General Electric
“Where Do We Live?”

EDUARDO ROMERO
HF Radar Specialist, UCSB Marine Science
“High Frequency Radar in the Santa Barbara Channel”

LOUIS GRAUP
Graduate Student, Bren School of Environmental Science & Management
“Fire and Water: A Spatial Connection”

DR. WENDY MEIRING
Professor, Department of Statistics and Applied Probability
“Collaborations Through Time and Space – Some Examples”

THOMAS CRIMMEL
Undergraduate Student, Department of Geography
“Ancient Real Estate at the Maya Center of El Pilar”

PRATIK RAGHU
Graduate Student, Department of Global Studies
“Spaces of Hope Under State Terrorism”

ZOE HINCK
Founder and President, Santa Barbara Women in STEM
“Mapping Professional Networks”

Lunch will be provided (from 11:45).
Please RSVP to:
https://tinyurl.com/slt-2020